
An experiment in creating clusters and distributing loads with Raspberry Pis

 Berry Clusters
The Raspberry Pi makes an ideal LAN server; connect several Rasp Pis 

and a low-cost root server, and you have a cluster before you know it. 

By Martin Mohr

assumes the task of balancing the load to 
make the cluster resources available on the 
network.

PreParation
A new setup for a Rasp Pi should not in-
clude expansion of the filesystem. In the 
case at hand, you need the free space to 
install a partition for GlusterFS. Using 
raspi‑config as root, choose Advanced 
Options | Hostname. You should give the 
devices names like cluster01 to cluster04. 
Using this setup, cluster01 to cluster03 will 
function as local servers and cluster04 as 
the remote computer.

Each node in the cluster must be running 
in the same time zone, so go to International-
isation Options to set the time zone, remem-
bering also to change passwords when you 
do in the Change User Password section. 
After specifying these settings, you should 

restart the computers so that the changes 
will take effect on each host.

Setting UP a network
Now it is time to create a stable net-

work environment. One possible 
approach is to assign perma-
nent IP addresses and then re-
solve the names via /etc/

hosts. A number of 
different router 

models let the 
user assign a 
static IP address 
to a particular 

MAC address. Ad-

If your project has exhausted the capabil-
ities of a Raspberry Pi, it can be worth 
your while to connect several of these 
devices together to make a cluster. Doing 

so will create new resources and give you an 
opportunity to learn about techniques for 
building a computer cluster with a load bal-
ancer.

Typically, a cluster is a group of computers 
that act to guard against an outage or im-
prove the performance of a service. The clus-
ter in this example is made from four Rasp 
Pis. Three of the diminutive machines run lo-
cally with the GlusterFS [1] distributed file-
system (Figure 1), thus combining the read 
bandwidth of the three devices. The next 
step involves adding geo-replication with the 
fourth Raspberry Pi, which the other Rasp 
Pis can only reach over the Internet.

Each of the individual nodes receives a 
web server. Finally, a separate web server 
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ditionally, some models let the user resolve 
names by means of DNS.

The test model did not have a DNS func-
tion. As a result, the only way to proceed 
was to assign a static IP address to each MAC 
address and then resolve the name using the 
local file /etc/hosts. This is the only work-
able method to use with computers that can 
only be accessed via the Internet. Listing 1 
shows an example for a corresponding file 
that you will need to distribute to all of the 
computers that participate in the cluster.

The client computers that will later use the 
clustered filesystem need to have the appro-
priate entries. The cluster04 computer is an 
exception; it cannot reach the cluster01 to 
cluster03 machines via the Internet.

Now it should be possible to create a con-
nection to all of the Rasp Pis via SSH. If this 
doesn’t work, the first thing you should do is 
double-check the network configuration.

Dynamic aSPectS
Before continuing with the cluster setup, it 
makes sense to take a quick tour through the 
world of the dynamic DNS. Remote access is 
difficult with a standard DSL connection be-
cause it will always receive a different IP ad-
dress from a pool of addresses. This is where 
dynamic DNS comes into play. With dynamic 
DNS, the cluster04 computer shares its IP ad-
dress on its own with a suitable network pro-
vider. As a result, the computer becomes ac-
cessible under a permanent name, even if the 
IP address changes.

The following directions show an example 
of how to set up a dynamic DNS entry with 
Strato DynDNS. Strato offers a DNS entry for 
EUR 0.49 per month (~$0.60), which can be 
ordered and configured using instructions 
provided over the company website. Similar 
services can be found in your country cost-
ing from $0 to $2.00 per month.

Next, you should get everything ready on 
the Rasp Pi and install the client software:

sudo apt‑get install ddclient

When queried during installation, you 
should select other, not enter anything else, 

then confirm everything, because it is easier 
to modify the configuration by hand after in-
stallation. 

After the changes, the file should look like 
Listing 2, although the parts in angle brack-
ets should be changed according to your 
setup. After saving the file, you should make 
sure everything works using the command 
shown in Listing 3. The output should defi-
nitely include SUCCESS as a result. Now, if 
the IP address changes, the software will au-
tomatically communicate this change to the 
provider.

Setting UP Storage
You should use the space remaining on the 
SD cards for the cluster experiment. The first 
step will be to partition each card. 

The new partition is needed on all four 
computers and will later contain the clus-

Figure 1: A handful of Rasp Pis is all it takes to learn how a cluster and load balancer work.

127.0.0.1     localhost

127.0.1.1     lin01

192.168.2.5   cluster01

192.168.2.7   cluster02

192.168.2.6   cluster03

<External IP Address>    cluster04

Listing 1: /etc/ hosts
01  pid=/var/run/ddclient.pid

02  protocol=dyndns2

03  use=web

04  ssl=yes

05  server=dyndns.strato.com/nic/update

06  login=<Login Name>

07  password="<Password>"

08  <mydns.net>

Listing 2: ddclient

$ sudo ddclient ‑daemon=0 ‑debug ‑verbose ‑noquiet

SUCCESS:  updating mmirhome.de: good: IP address set to 94.219.219.231

Listing 3: Checking Client Configuration
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you should reboot the computers before 
continuing.

Using the commands from Listing 4, you 
can create the filesystems on the new parti-
tions and mount them. You should enter the 
filesystems in the filesystem table so that 
they will mount after the next reboot. Exe-
cute the command from the last line as root 
because sudo does not work here.

By way of preparation, you should install 
the flex and bison tools and the libssl-dev 
package from the Raspbian repositories. My 
tests were unsuccessful when I installed 
GlusterFS from the distribution packages, so 
I installed from source (Listing 5). The ap-
proach I took also ensures that each com-
puter participating in the experiment has the 
same executable version of the filesystem.

First, you should get a current version of 
GlusterFS (line 1), unpack the archive 
(line 2), and then configure and build the 
software (lines 3 and 4). The commands in 
lines 5 and 6 then install the software. To 
start the GlusterFS server, enter the com-
mand in line 7.

connecting raSPberrieS
After installing the server software, you can 
build the cluster. From now on, the com-
mands should be entered on cluster01; that 
is, you don’t have to execute the input on all 
of the nodes. Before you set up the actual 
volume, though, you should check whether 
the computers in the cluster are able to con-
tact one another. You can use the Gluster tool 
to do this:

# gluster peer probe cluster01
peer probe: success: on localhost not needed
# gluster peer probe cluster02
peer probe: success

tered filesystem. You can use a command-
line tool like cfdisk or GParted [2], which 
has a graphical interface. After changing all 
partition tables for each node of the cluster, 

#  gluster volume create volpi replica 3 transport tcp cluster01:/export/brick 
cluster02:/export/brick cluster03:/export/brick

volume create: volpi: success: please start the volume to access data

Listing 6: Creating the Common Volume

# gluster volume start volpi
volume start: volpi: success
# gluster volume status volpi
Status of volume: volpi
Gluster process                         Port    Online  Pid
‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
Brick cluster01:/export/brick           49152   Y       7324
Brick cluster02:/export/brick           49152   Y       2738
Brick cluster03:/export/brick           49152   Y       6496
NFS Server on localhost                 2049    Y       7336
Self‑heal Daemon on localhost            N/A     Y       7340
NFS Server on cluster02                 2049    Y       2750
Self‑heal Daemon on cluster02            N/A     Y       2754
NFS Server on cluster03                 2049    Y       6508
Self‑heal Daemon on cluster03            N/A     Y       6512

There are no active volume tasks

# gluster volume info volpi
Volume Name: volpi
Type: Replicate
Volume ID: b66888e7‑903c‑4a93‑93c4‑3c953cf9bb2e
Status: Started
Number of Bricks: 1 x 3 = 3
Transport‑type: tcp
Bricks:
Brick1: cluster01:/export/brick
Brick2: cluster02:/export/brick
Brick3: cluster03:/export/brick

Listing 7: Accessing and Checking the Volume

$ sudo mkfs.ext4 /dev/mmcblk0p3

$ sudo mkdir /export/

$ sudo mount /dev/mmcblk0p3 /export/

$ sudo mkdir /export/brick

# echo "/dev/mmcblk0p3 /export/ ext4 defaults 0 0"  >> /etc/fstab

Listing 4: Mounting Filesystems

01  $ wget http://download.gluster.org/pub/gluster/glusterfs/3.6/3.6.1/glusterfs‑3.6.1.tar.gz

02  $ tar ‑xzvf glusterfs‑3.6.1.tar.gz

03  $ cd glusterfs‑3.6.1/

04  $ ./configure && make

05  $ sudo make install

06  $ sudo ldconfig

07  $ sudo /etc/init.d/glusterd start

Listing 5: Installing GlusterFS
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any other device. This concludes the first 
part of the experiment.

geo-rePlication
The cluster filesystem needs an extremely 
fast Internet connection with which to com-
bine the individual nodes to achieve syn-
chronicity. Therefore, a normal DSL connec-
tion with its relatively modest upload rate 
probably will not work for a cluster that is 
distributed over the Internet.

However, geo-replication is a good alterna-
tive for at least keeping data synchronized in 
one direction. Geo-replication makes it possi-
ble to copy an entire cluster and then keep 
the copy synchronized. The technology is 
suitable for creating a backup or for moving 
servers.

To install this kind of replication, you 
should create an SSH key pair on the master 
and transmit the public key to the target 
computer. Instead of using a password, you 
can simply tap the Return key when you see 
the corresponding prompts (Listing 8, lines 5 
and 6). Next, test the connection using the 
command:

# gluster peer probe cluster03
peer probe: success

Now you should create the volume volpi 
using the command in Listing 6. 

All of the files that you now save in volpi 
will be saved on all of the nodes. If you had 
used replica 2 instead of replica 3, the files 
would only be saved on two out of the three 
nodes.

To access the volume you have just set up, 
you should start it with the first command in 
Listing 7. The second and third commands 
let you take a quick look at the volume to see 
whether it is working. Once you are ready to 
use the volume, all you have to do is mount 
it on just one of the clients with the follow-
ing command:

$ sudo mount ‑t glusterfs cluster01:/U
  volpi /mnt/gluster/

You should make sure the exact same ver-
sion of GlusterFS is installed on each node. 
At this point, you can work with the 
mounted filesystem just as you would with 

01  $ ssh‑keygen ‑f /var/lib/glusterd/geo‑replication/secret.pem

02  Generating public/private rsa key pair.

03  /var/lib/glusterd/geo‑replication/secret.pem already exists.

04  Overwrite (y/n)? y

05  Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase):

06  Enter same passphrase again:

07  Your identification has been saved in /var/lib/glusterd/geo‑replication/secret.pem.

08  Your public key has been saved in /var/lib/glusterd/geo‑replication/secret.pem.pub.

09  The key fingerprint is:

10  51:1b:67:4a:cf:56:04:7b:19:e1:89:ac:26:01:b4:c2 root@cluster01

11  The key's randomart image is:

12  +‑‑[ RSA 2048]‑‑‑‑+

13  |     .o   + +o=. |

14  |   .   o o X = + |

15  |    E . o o B =  |

16  |     .   o o .   |

17  |        S o      |

18  |         o       |

19  |                 |

20  |                 |

21  |                 |

22  +‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑+

23  $ ssh‑copy‑id ‑i /var/lib/glusterd/geo‑replication/secret.pem.pub root@cluster04

24  root@cluster04's password:

25  Now try logging into the machine, with "ssh 'root@cluster04'", and check in:

26  

27    ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

28  

29  to make sure we haven't added extra keys that you weren't expecting.

Listing 8: Setting Up the Key Pair
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user create highly available filesystems, even 
in very complex environments. If this is the 
scope you desire, then you might want to 
consider employing the faster Banana Pis [3] 
or the Cubieboard [4] instead of Rasp Pis.

Setting UP aPache
Before installing the web server, it is a good 
idea to make some room on the root filesys-
tem. The following commands remove soft-
ware you don’t need for this project, such as 
dependencies that are no longer needed and 
temporary files:

$ sudo apt‑get remove x11‑common U
  midori lxde python3 python3‑minimal
$ sudo apt‑get autoremove
$ sudo apt‑get clean

You should repeat these three steps on all 
four computers. Following this approach in 
this test, I was able to create 1.2GB of free 
space on each system. Figure 2 shows how 
the setup looks when complete.

Next, you can mount the volpi volume on 
each node of the cluster and enter the com-
mand

sudo mkdir /mnt/www

to specify a mountpoint for the volume. You 
can then use the following command to 
mount the exported filesystem on each local 
filesystem, repeating this step in an identical 

$ ssh root@cluster04 ‑i /var/lib/glusterd/U
  geo‑replication/secret.pem

Afterward, you should start to replicate the 
local cluster. SSH will not request a password 
unless you have made a mistake in the con-
figuration.

Geo-replication can use a filesystem or a vol-
ume as a target. To mount the copy later on 
cluster04, you should create a local volume on 
the computer and keep things simple by also 
calling it volpi (Listing 9, lines 1-4). You then 
start the replication (lines 5 and 6). To see 
whether everything worked correctly, enter the 
commands in lines 7-10. Entering ls on clus-
ter04 confirms that all is well (Listing 10).

At this point, you should refer to the docu-
mentation for GlusterFS. The filesystem is a 

powerful tool 
that can help a 

cluster01:/volpi /mnt/www glusterfs defaults,_netdev 0 0

cluster02:/volpi /mnt/www glusterfs defaults,_netdev 0 0

cluster03:/volpi /mnt/www glusterfs defaults,_netdev 0 0

cluster04:/volpi /mnt/www glusterfs defaults,_netdev 0 0

Listing 11: /etc/ fstab

01  <VirtualHost *:80>

02    ServerAdmin webmaster@localhost

03    DocumentRoot /mnt/www

04    <Directory />

05      Options FollowSymLinks

06      AllowOverride None

07    </Directory>

08    <Directory /mnt/www/>

09      Options Indexes FollowSymLinks MultiViews

10      AllowOverride None

11      Order allow,deny

12      allow from all

13    </Directory>

14  [...]

15  </VirtualHost>

Listing 12: DocumentRoot Changes
<VirtualHost *:80>

  ServerName <host.de>

  ServerAlias <www.host.de>

  <Proxy balancer://mycluster>

    BalancerMember http://cluster01:8081

    BalancerMember http://cluster02:8082

    BalancerMember http://cluster03:8083

    BalancerMember http://cluster04:8480

  </Proxy>

  ProxyPass /test balancer://mycluster

  ErrorLog /var/log/apache2/<host.de>.error.log

  LogLevel warn

  CustomLog /var/log/apache2/<host.de>.access.log combined

</VirtualHost>

Listing 13: Proxy Configuration

# ls /export/brick ‑la

total 16

drwxr‑xr‑x 3 root root      4096 Oct  7 12:23 .

drwxr‑xr‑x 4 root root      4096 Oct  7 11:50 ..

drwxr‑xr‑x 4 root root      4096 Oct  7 12:22 clients

‑rw‑r‑‑r‑‑ 1 root root 104857600 Oct  7 08:37 test

Listing 10: Confirming the Replication

01  # gluster volume create volpi transport tcp cluster04:/export/brick

02  volume create: volpi: success: please start the volume to access data

03  # gluster volume start volpi

04  volume start: volpi: success

05  # gluster volume geo‑replication volpi cluster04:volpi start

06  Starting geo‑replication session between volpi & cluster04:/export/brick  
has been successful

07  # gluster volume geo‑replication volpi cluster04:volpi status

08  NOD        MASTER   SLAVE             STATUS

09  ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

10  cluster01  volpi    cluster04:volpi   OK

Listing 9: Installing Geo-Replication
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manner for each of cluster02, cluster03, and 
cluster04:

$ sudo mount ‑t glusterfs U
  cluster01:/volpi /mnt/www/

Listing 11 shows the /etc/fstab entries cor-
responding to those in the /etc/hosts file 
(Listing 1) that mounts the remote filesystem 
permanently.

Now, you can install the web server with 
the following command:

apt‑get install apache2

in a terminal window on all four computers. 
Next, take a look at the DocumentRoot variable 
on all of the nodes. Listing 12 shows what you 
need to change (e.g., line 3 and 8-13).

Now you should re-start the web server 
with

/etc/init.d/apache2 restart

so that it accepts the changes. To bring the dis-
tributed web servers to the Internet via one 
URL, you need a little trick. First, set up access 
to the individual clusters through the firewall. 
Figure 3 shows how the corresponding configu-
ration looks on the router used in this test.

A low-cost root server, which can cost less 
than $5 a month, makes an Apache proxy 
available on the web that can connect to the 
four nodes in the cluster. You will need to 
adapt the /etc/hosts file in such a way that 
you are able to use the names that have al-
ready been assigned. Then, install Apache 
and load the corresponding modules:

$ sudo apt‑get install apache2
$ sudo a2enmod proxy_balancer
$ sudo a2enmod proxy
$ sudo a2enmod proxy_http

Next, you should create a virtual host that 
contains the proxy configuration from List-
ing 13. To distribute the load, you won’t 
need an entry for DocumentRoot.

In the BalancerMember variable, you should 
be able to enter DynDNS entries. In the config-
uration that now exists, the server will distrib-
ute the load in a round-robin fashion. 

If one of the nodes fails, then the web 
server will simply retrieve the page from the 
next computer. The proxy module of the 
Apache server can accomplish a lot more. On 
the homepage, you will find all the informa-
tion you need to build more complex envi-
ronments [5].

conclUSion
Putting a handful of Raspberry Pis together 
lets you build a functioning cluster that can 
be distributed over the Internet. Naturally, 
you shouldn’t expect fantastic performance, 
especially if you are considering some seri-
ous applications with lots of users, because 
Raspberry Pis are not blessed with a lot of re-
sources. However, using the small computers 
to create a functioning cluster can be a very 
rewarding learning experience.  ● ● ●

[1]  GlusterFS:  
http://  www.  gluster.  org

[2]  GParted: http://  gparted.  org

[3]  Banana Pi:  
http://  www.  bananapi.  org

[4]  Cubieboard:  
http://  cubieboard.  org

[5]  Apache: http://  apache.  org

info

Figure 2: The cluster configuration.

Figure 3: Forwarding the corresponding ports.
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